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network, and means the ability to run a program or application
on many connected computers at the same time.
The phrase is often used in reference to network-based
services, which appear to be provided by real server hardware,
and are in fact served up by virtual hardware, simulated by
software running on one or more real machines. Such virtual
servers do not physically exist and can therefore be moved
around and scaled up or down on the fly without affecting the
end user, Somewhat like a cloud becoming larger or smaller
without being a physical object.
In common usage, the term "the cloud" is essentially a
metaphor for the internet. Marketers have further popularized
the phrase "in the cloud" to refer to software, platforms and
infrastructure that are sold "as a service", i.e. remotely through
the internet. Typically, the seller has actual energy-consuming
servers which host products and services from a remote
location, so end-users don't have to; they can simply log on to
the network without installing anything. The major models of
cloud computing service are known as software as a service,
platform as a service, and infrastructure as a service. These
cloud services may be offered in a public, private or hybrid
network. Google, Amazon, oracle cloud, Salesforce, Zoho and
Microsoft azure are some well-known cloud vendors.
A systematic literature review is often conducted to explore
the key aspects of a scientific concept. It can be helpful to be
employed by researchers as a research roadmap or an initial
reference. Indeed, it expedites the process of problem finding
that is a critical part of any research [1-10].

Abstract— Cloud computing plays a vital role in today‘s
distributed systems widely used by internet users. It provides a
flexible and consistent environment in which the data, devices
and services can be shared among end users in order to save the
time and cost. The advanced computing is the most important
service provided by this technology. Due to the complexity and
difficulty of services requested by IT industries and
organizations, cloud computing has become a widely adopted
technology to expedite and facilitate the process of service
delivery through internet. In addition to technical challenges,
providing cache services in clouds encounters a major practical
issue (quality of service or service level agreement issue) of
pricing. Currently, (public) cloud users are limited to a small set
of uniform and coarse-grained service offerings, such as HighMemory and High-CPU in Amazon, EC2. In this paper, we
present the cache as a service (CaaS) model as an optional service
to typical infrastructure service offerings. Specifically, the cloud
provider sets aside a large pool of memory that can be
dynamically partitioned and allocated to standard infrastructure
services as disk cache. A completely redesigned D-cache variant
that is more effective (provides tighter lower/upper bounds) and
also more efficient (faster bound determination) than the
previous version is proposed.
Index Terms— Cloud Computing, Cache, CaaS, Remote
memory, Cost efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Those who have an interest in information technology may
often come across the term ‘cloud computing’. Despite its
vagueness and the fact that it is too broad to be discussed, there
is an agreement among IT professionals that ‘cloud computing’
is a technical concept, where system users save the information
on remote servers which are managed by others, and use the
applications that are stored inside the server and executed from
other locations, instead of from their own computers. The
internet plays an important role for the development of a
variety of technologies. There is no doubt that one of the most
commonly discussed topics related to technologies is cloud
computing.
In computer networking, cloud computing is a phrase used
to describe a variety of computing concepts that involve a
large number of computers connected through a real-time
communication network such as the internet. It is very similar
to the concept of utility computing. In science, cloud
computing is a synonym for distributed computing over a

II. PROPOSED METHOD
Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve
coherence and economies of scale, similar to a utility (like the
electricity grid) over a network. At the foundation of cloud
computing is the broader concept of converged infrastructure
and shared services. The cloud also focuses on maximizing the
effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are
usually not only shared by multiple users but are also
dynamically reallocated per demand. This can work for
allocating resources to users. For example, a cloud computer
facility that serves European users during European business
hours with a specific application (e.g., email) may reallocate
the same resources to serve north American users during north
America’s business hours with a different application (e.g., a
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web server). This approach should maximize the use of
This memory pool is used as an elastic cache for VMs in
computing powers thus reducing environmental damage as
the cloud. For billing purposes, cloud service providers could
well since less power, air conditioning, rack space, etc. With
employ a lease mechanism to manage the RM pool. To employ
cloud computing, multiple users can access a single server to
the elastic cache system for the cloud, service components are
retrieve and update their data without purchasing licenses for
essential. The CaaS model consists of two cache service types
different applications. The term "moving to cloud" also refers
(CaaS types) based on whether LM or RM is allocated with.
to an organization moving away from a traditional CAPEX
Since these types are different in their performance and costs a
model (buy the dedicated hardware and depreciate it over a
pricing scheme that incorporates these characteristics is devised
period of time) to the OPEX model (use a shared cloud
as part of CaaS.
infrastructure and pay as one uses it).[11].
An approach for general metric access methods based on
Proponents claim that cloud computing allows companies
D-cache (distance cache), that helps to reduce the cost of both,
to avoid upfront infrastructure costs, and focus on projects that
indexing and querying is being applied on elastic system. The
differentiate their businesses instead of infrastructure.
basic task of D-cache is to determine cheaper tight lower- and
Proponents also claim that cloud computing allows enterprises
upper bound of an unknown distance between two objects,
to get their applications up and running faster, with improved
based on stored distances computed during previous querying
manageability and less maintenance, and enables it to more
and/or indexing. Although the D-cache was already introduced
rapidly adjust resources to meet fluctuating and unpredictable
in our preliminary work, it was applied in a more narrowed
business demand. Cloud providers typically use a "pay as you
context—as a tool for efficient index-free similarity search
go model." this can lead to unexpectedly high charges if
(resulting in a new method, the D-file). Moreover, in this paper
administrators do not adapt to the cloud pricing model. In this
we not only employ the D-cache in various MAMs, but we
paper, we present the cache as a service (CaaS) model as an
present a completely redesigned D-cache variant that is more
optional service to typical infrastructure service offerings.
effective (provides tighter lower/upper bounds) and also more
Specifically, the cloud provider sets aside a large pool of
efficient (faster bound determination) than the previous
memory that can be dynamically partitioned and allocated to
version.
standard infrastructure services as disk cache.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Among many important factors in designing an elastic
cache system, we particularly focus on the type of cache
medium, the implementation level of our cache system, the
communication medium between a cache server and a VM, and
reliability. Elastic cache can be deployed at either application
or OS level (block device or file system level). In this paper, it
is the fundamental principle that the cache need not affect
application code or file systems owing to the diversity of
applications or file system configurations on cloud computing.
Application level elastic cache such as mem-cached could have
better performance than OS level cache, since application level
cache can exploit application semantics. However,
modification of application code is always necessary for
application level cache [12].
A file system level implementation can also provide many
chances for performance improvements, such as buffering and
pre-fetching. However, it forces users to use a specific file
system with the RM-based cache. In contrast, although a blockdevice level implementation has fewer chances of performance
improvements than the application or file system level
counterpart, it does not depend on applications or file systems
to take benefits from the underlying block-level cache
implementation. One of most important requirements for the
elastic cache is failure resilience. Since we implement the
elastic cache at the block device level, the cache system is
designed
to
support
a
RAID-style
fault-tolerant
mechanism[13].Based on a RAID-like policy, the elastic cache
can detect any failure of cache servers and recovers
automatically from the failure (a single cache server failure).

Fig: A block diagram of CAAS model.

The CaaS model consists of two main components: an
elastic cache system as the architectural foundation and a
service model with a pricing scheme as the economic
foundation. The basic system architecture for the elastic cache
aims to use RM, which is exported from dedicated memory
servers (or possibly ssds). It is not a new caching algorithm.
The elastic cache system can use any of the existing cache
replacement algorithms. Near uniform access time to RMbased cache is guaranteed by a modern high speed network
interface that supports RDMA as primitive operations. Each
VM in the cloud accesses the RM servers via the access
interface that is implemented and recognized as a normal block
device driver. Based on this access layer, VMS utilize RM to
provision a necessary amount of cache memory on demand. A
group of dedicated memory servers exports their local memory
to VMs, and exported memory space can be viewed as an
available memory pool as shown in Fig. 1.
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The elastic cache system is conceptually composed of two
IV. CONCLUSION
components: a VM and a cache server. A VM demands RM for
use as a disk cache. We build an RM-based cache as a block
The cost efficiency of CaaS is evaluated through extensive
device and implement a new block device driver (RM-Cache
simulations with randomly generated workloads, and each
device). In the RM-Cache device, RM regions are viewed as
simulation is conducted using the metric for performance
byte-addressable space. The block address of each block I/O
improvement of each cache. Different workload characteristics
request is translated into an offset of each region, and all
were applied. With the increasing popularity of infrastructure
read/write requests are also transformed into RDMA read/write
services such as Amazon EC2 and Amazon RDS, low disk I/O
operations. We use the device-mapper module of the Linux
performance is one of the most significant problems. In this
operating system (i.e., DM-Cache) to integrate both the RMpaper, we have presented a CaaS model as a cost efficient
Cache device and a general block device (HDD) into a single
cache solution to mitigate the disk I/O problem in IaaS. To this
block device [14-15]. This forms a new virtual block device,
end, we have built a prototype elastic cache system using a
which makes our cache pluggable and file-system independent.
remote-memory-based cache, which is pluggable and file
The Fig. 2 shows elastic cache structure and double paging
system independent to support various configurations. This
problem.
elastic cache system together with the pricing model devised in
this study has validated the feasibility and practicality for CaaS
model. Through extensive experiments, we have confirmed
that CaaS helps IaaS improve disk I/O performance greatly The
performance improvement gained using cache services clearly
leads to reducing the number of(active) physical machines the
provider uses, increases throughput, and in turn results in profit
increase. This profitability improvement enables the provider
to adjust its pricing to attract more users. Use of D-cache has
reduced cost incurred on indexing and querying in this model.
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